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Our stereotaxic instruments allow varied upgrading for versatile purposes. In this issue, we will discuss upgrading of our old stereotaxic instruments.

◇◆ Upgrading Old Models ◆◇

From the SR-5/-5N/-6/-6N already discontinued into the current SR-5M/-5R/-6M/-6R!

When you already have the SR-5/-5N/-6/-6N but cannot afford a new instrument, replacing parts realizes the upgrading into the new instruments.

For rats → RA-6N
For mice → MA-6N

The upgrading is completed simply by replacing the old head adaptor with the new one, which allow firmer/smooth fixation of the head of a rat or mouse.
※For details, please refer to our catalogue and web pages.

◇◆ From Rat Configuration to Mouse ◆◇

Interchange between rat configuration and mouse!

When you own the SR-5R/-6R and wish to study mice on it, or you would like to target consistently both rats and mice, you purchase only the MA-6N (Mouse Head Holding Adaptor/Auxiliary Ear Bar) to replace! Oppositely, when you own the SR-5M/-6M and wish to study rats on it, or you would like to target consistently both the animals, you purchase only the RA-6N (Rat Head Holding Adaptor/Auxiliary Ear Bar) to replace!

◇◆ Upgrading for MRI Compatibility ◆◇

From standard into MRI compatible!

For MRI compatibility, the top plate is simply replaced with the MRI compatible plate! The plate is removed from the base plate to be purely plastic for MRI examinations.

For rats → SRP-AR
For mice → SRP-AM
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